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AIDS in South Asia: Understanding And Responding to a Heterogenous Epidemic (Health, Nutrition, and Population Series)World Bank Publications, 2006

	South Asia's HIV epidemic is highly heterogeneous. As a result, informed, prioritized, and effective responses necessitate an understanding of the epidemic diversity between and within countries. Further spread of HIV in South Asia is preventable. The future size of South Asia's epidemic will depend on an effective two-pronged...
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Start Your Own Business 2010: How to Plan, Fund and Run a Successful BusinessCrimson Publishing, 2009

	If you have picked up this guide and are reading this page, the chances


	are that you are thinking about starting your own business. And,


	despite whichever direction the prevailing economic wind is blowing


	in, you are not alone. Until the recession in 2008, more and more


	people were...
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The Nile Development Game: Tug-of-War or Benefits for All?Springer, 2019

	
		This book introduces an analytic framework constructed upon the iterated Prisoners' Dilemma game to model and analyze transboundary water interactions along the Nile River. It presents a thorough and in-depth analysis of the historical path through which conflict and cooperation have been generated among the Nile riparians over...
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The Origins of the Roman Economy: From the Iron Age to the Early Republic in a Mediterranean PerspectiveCambridge University Press, 2021

	In this book, Gabriele Cifani reconstructs the early economic history of Rome, from the Iron Age to the early Republic. Bringing a multidisciplinary approach to the topic, he argues that the early Roman economy was more diversified than has been previously acknowledged, going well beyond agriculture and pastoralism. Cifani bases his argument on...
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Digital Rights Management: Technological, Economic, Legal and Political AspectsSpringer, 2004
The content industries consider Digital Rights Management (DRM) to contend with unauthorized downloading of copyrighted material, a practice that costs artists and distributors massively in lost revenue.
Based on two conferences that brought together high-profile specialists in this area - scientists, lawyers, academics, and business...
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Product-Focused Software Process Improvement: 12th International Conference, PROFES 2011Springer, 2011

	On behalf of the PROFES Organizing Committee we are proud to present the
	proceedings of the 12th International Conference on Product-Focused Software
	Process Improvement (PROFES 2011), held in Torre Canne, Italy. Since 1999
	PROFES has grown in the software engineering community and has become a
	premium conference that brings together...
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Keywords in Radical Philosophy and Education (Critical Understanding in Education)Brill Academic Publishers, 2019

	While education is an inherently political field and practice, and while the political struggles that radical philosophy takes up necessarily involve education, there remains much to be done at the intersection of education and radical philosophy. That so many intense political struggles today actually center educational processes and...
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Game Theory and Economic Analysis (Routledge Advances in Game Theory)Routledge, 2003
This book presents the huge variety of current contributions of game theory to economics. The impressive contributions fall broadly into two categories. Some lay out in a jargon free manner a particular branch of the theory, the evolution of one of its concepts, or a problem, that runs through its development. Others are original pieces of work...
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Upgrading & Fixing Laptops For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2005
Keep your laptop on top of its game!
Find out how to care for your laptop, what can go wrong, and what you can fix      

A laptop is much more than a PC that shrank. It has unique needs, and this book shows you how to meet them. You'll discover how to diagnose and fix common problems, replace parts, add external upgrades, and develop...
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North Korea: The Struggle Against American PowerPluto Press, 2005

	George W. Bush's infamous remark about the 'Axis of Evil' brought North Korea dramatically back into the international spotlight. During the late 1990s relations between North Korea and the US and its allies were on the mend. However, the election of George W. Bush resulted in renewed crisis. The nuclear accord between the two...
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Blackhatonomics: An Inside Look at the Economics of CybercrimeSyngress Publishing, 2012

	Would you be surprised if I say that the essence of cyber-crime comes down to traditional theft of property—be that of funds in accounts, of company data (and the financial harm that can cause), or of personal/confidential information (and the damage that can cause by it winding up in the wrong hands)? As time goes by, hackers, virus...
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Elements of Neo-Walrasian Economics: A Survey (Advances in Japanese Business and Economics)Springer, 2013

	This book aims to explain to the readers the basic idea of the general equilibrium theory, which forms the core of the current mainstream economics called neoclassical school. To understand this theory is absolutely necessary, either to study further or to criticize the contemporary economic theories. The author not only explains traditional...
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